14 June 20182022 – Notice 006/2022

NOTICE
TO: ALL MEMBERS
RE: CASA PART 43 PROPOSAL
CASA are presenting a proposal to introduce new rules for GA. They will flow to, and devastate, our entire
industry. The obligatory consultation is underway, and submissions are sought from interested parties. No
organisation distorts their consultation process more than CASA. We ask all members to write an objection to
Part 43. It can be short, it can be long, it can be anything. We just need clear objections.
Part 43 is the ‘baby’ of but a few CASA people only. They are pushing this dangerous change using new and
old consultation tricks. Previously, ALAEA members have completed proforma objections to other CASA
changes. CASA then group our objections together and declare it as one objection. For this reason, it is
important that each submission is individual and distinguishable. This round they have devised a new stunt.
They require a survey type submission. The survey analyses Part 43 divisions. A question is then asked with
three options. You can be either a) satisfied, b) suggest changes or c) not sure. There is no option for those
who are dissatisfied. We have contacted CASA to complain about their one-sided survey and they advise that
a written submission can only be made as an addition to a survey response. We recommend all member’s go
to the survey at: https://consultation.casa.gov.au/regulatory-program/maintenance-aircraft-in-private-andaerial-work/consultation/ and answer each question as per our recommended answers.
To encourage member email submissions, we are holding a competition. There will be a $100 Bunnings
voucher for the best submission and a random $100 Bunnings voucher drawn out of all other email
submissions made by ALAEA members. When the survey is done, object via email at:
regulatoryconsultation@casa.gov.au copy us in to enter the competition at alaea@alaea.asn.au
Letters should state clearly that you fully object to Part 43. Individual submissions from our Technical
Officer, GA Councillor and myself are below. Your submission can be modelled on, or include parts of,
our letters. Submissions close on 18 June 2022. CASA will manage 100 positive responses; we need to
outnumber them.

GUARDIANS OF AIR SAFETY

To start you will need to fill in your name and give
permission for them to publish your response.

There will be many questions across several pages.
Do not say you are satisfied or undecided. Say yes
you have an alternative…Scrap the entire project.

Some questions are flipped. Again, tell
them to scrap the project.

Conclude by telling them you will write a
supplemental submission.

14 June 2022
Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Regulatory Consultation Committee
By Email
regulatoryconsultation@casa.gov.au

Proposed Part 43 legislation

Dear Committee,
This submission opposes the Part 43 change in its entirety. My reasoning and submissions below:
Reduced Safety
CASA says that Part 43 will be beneficial for safety. Data from other countries with similar rules is
used to support the unfounded comment by CASA. CASA themselves say that the data shows that
better safety outcomes are ‘achievable’. 1 If the data used demonstrated actual better safety
outcomes, it would be far more than ‘achievable’. No data provided by CASA supports a real
enhancement to safety.
It cannot be concluded that reduced theory training for Engineers could lead to a positive safety
outcome. The long-term dilution of knowledge and responsibility could only lead to reduced safety.
This legislation, if adopted, will lead to more mistakes, more accidents, and unnecessary fatalities.
CASA ignored previous submissions on this point.
Type Rating Requirements
CASA say the new task-based arrangements are intended to supplement, not to replace, type
ratings.2 They are described as an ‘alternative’. 3 You cannot supplement something with an
alternative. This is just a cheap and unsafe way to replace the need for an individual to learn the
theory of the task they are to perform.
The onus upon an individual to ensure they are competent, without any CASA oversight, will be
open to abuse and deception. CASA should be regulating qualifications before a person is deployed
to work, not investigating competency requirements after an accident. These concerns were
dismissed blissfully by CASA after the last round of consultation. CASA ignored their duty of care to
aviation by failing to consider the real impact of introducing a system to bypass proper training.
FAR Basis
CASA say that this change is based on the Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs). 4 This is not true.
CASA has cherry picked parts of the FARs that permit unlicensed US technicians to authorise some
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work. CASA ignored/removed the protections built into the FAR system. What remains in the draft
Part 43 proposal is an unsafe system where an entire industry could eventually be run with most
maintainers untrained. It is incomprehensible that CASA considers this proposal appropriate and
unethical for them to be advising industry that the FAR changes are only minor.
Insurance
LAMEs express concern about sourcing insurance for the work they do.5 CASA say that ‘Insurance
will not be a requirement under Part 43, it will remain a commercial decision’. 6 The decision is then
shifted to a LAME to decide if they will risk their house, and bankruptcy, or obtain insurance that is
non-existent. I am informed that CASA presenters at information sessions, when questioned about
this, dismissed the concern with comments akin to ‘you’ll be right mate…. just get some cheap
insurance.’ This concern has been ignored by CASA.
LAMEs in GA are generally poorly paid. In many cases they could earn more money by becoming
baristas. This proposal will require low paid workers to make a commercial decision to risk their
own assets to remain in the industry. Many will leave. None will embark on the lengthy process of
obtaining proper licences if this system is approved. The LAME shortage currently being
experienced will deepen. Knowledge will be lost, and the industry destroyed in the process.
Consultation Hub
Submissions can only be made via a ‘consultation hub’ where there is a questionnaire with pre-set
answers to predetermined questions. The pre-set answers are generally limited to agreement with
the change, the person having to recommend a change, or not sure. There is no option for
someone who disagrees. This will result in a flawed outcome. I am angry that those behind this
legislative change are channelling a positive outcome by providing no negative response options.
The subversion of any real consultation is clearly deliberate.
Conclusion
I could not write a more destructive and unsafe piece of legislation if I tried. I remind you again
that this submission expresses total opposition to this unsafe and dangerous legislation. This letter
is a supplement to the survey response I have already completed. I give permission for my
response to be published.

Kind Regards
Stephen Purvinas
LAME (ARN 431050) and Frequent Traveller
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Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Airworthiness Standards – Part 43
regulatoryconsultation@casa.gov.au
11 June

To Whom It May Concern,

I am a member of the Aircraft Engineers International Executive Board, I am the ALAEA General Aviation
Councillor, I have been a LAME for 40 years, currently working in the GA sector in Australia. I object to
the introduction of Part 43 by CASA for the following reasons: 1) CASA has stated that the rules and regulations regarding AMTCs have not been finalised. How
can effective consultation occur if both CASA and industry don’t know what they are consulting
about?
2) Transitioning of aircraft between Aerial Work and Transport categories is open to abuse by
those wanting to avoid the higher standard of maintenance of the Transport category.
3) Many questions asked in CASA’s consultation process cannot be answered or are “taken offline”
and yet “consultation” is about to end.
4) It is based on the US FAR 43 but serious safety components of the US system have been
dropped.
5) The introduction of Part 43 in its present form will lead to serious safety issues.
To be clear, I object to the introduction of Part 43 in its present form.

Yours sincerely,
Chris Burleigh

14 June 2022
Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Regulatory Consultation Committee
By Email
regulatoryconsultation@casa.gov.au

Proposed Part 43 legislation

Dear Committee,

This submission opposes the Part 43 change in its entirety. My reasoning and submissions below:
Having watched Part 43 evolve over a number of years now I have a pretty good handle on what is
sitting in there and why.
Not for the benefit of the GA industry as a whole
The scheme has been designed to pander to a select few in the industry who think the particular
aircraft they work on is super simple and they don’t want CASA breathing down their necks.
In response CASA has produced an all-encompassing rule supposedly based on the US regulations
that covers every aircraft not used for RPT or charter.
Competency Based Training and ICAO Standards removed
Whilst nearly every civilised country in the world is incorporating ICAOs recommended competencybased training (CBT) to ensure their engineers are qualified and safe to certify aircraft, our own
regulator has turned around and run in the opposite direction. Part 43 trashes safety and quite
frankly is embarrassing to our country. We pride ourselves on being the best. Apparently being the
best is too good for General Aviation.
A LAME and maintenance certifier should be qualified and competent
I object to the introduction of Part 43 because I believe that the holder of a licence should be
assessed as competent by the regulator – before being allowed to certify aircraft as airworthy.
I believe that knowledge and skills training underpins competency – not just passing an exam 20
years ago. Aircraft and engines are type rated for a reason – they have been deemed complex by
CASA and require the certifying LAME to be knowledgeable on the systems to be safe. Part 43 will
remove that safety net.
I do not agree with handing out additional privileges to LAMEs without additional training and
assessment. I don’t believe a B1 LAME should automatically become a B1/B2 LAME and I don’t
believe a fixed wing LAME should be certifying helicopters without holding a helicopter rating. I
don’t believe a LAME without an engine rating should be certifying engines.

I don’t believe the scheme proposed is anything like the US Part 65 certified mechanic – The US does
not permit what CASA has proposed and has a wider, more rigorous testing regime including
practical assessments and oral exams.
AMTC qualifications missing
I believe specialised skills such as welding, composite repairs and NDT are skills requiring
qualifications – as currently required in Australian and the US. They should not simply be based on
having 18 months experience and be handed an AMTC.
Manufacturer knows best
I believe aircraft should be maintained as the manufacturer recommends - as it is in the US, and if
there are deficiencies in that schedule then it should be supplemented to ensure the aircraft are safe
to fly. There shouldn’t be an option to undercut this standard.
CASA should have oversight of maintenance organisations
I believe that the removal of organisation approvals is more about CASA saving money by cutting
staff, rather than assisting “new small businesses”. I believe the requirement for LAMEs to be
certifying under their own name instead of behalf of the organisation will open them up to litigation
which will require additional expensive insurance.
Degradation of parts quality and introduction of a black market
I believe allowing components and parts to be maintained under Part 43 will cross contaminate
passenger aircraft with lower standard parts and introduce a black market in parts.
Pilot maintenance privileges expanded without training
I don’t believe Pilots should be simply granted the additional maintenance privileges proposed in
Part 43 without training and authorisation– especially those involving flight control inspection,
engine compressor and turbine washes, oil changes and oxygen servicing.
A proper progressive licence is essential for GA’s LAME shortage.
I believe what GA needs is a proper licence structure that allows progressive licence privileges – Just
like CAR 31. Part 43c will not add a single additional LAME to the currently dwindling supply.
It doesn’t need the safety rug pulled out from under it. Some people at the regulator seem to have
forgotten what the “S” in CASA stands for.

Yours sincerely

Steve Re
ALAEA member

